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Coronary Flow and Flow Reserve by PET
Simplified for Clinical Applications Using
Rubidium-82 or Nitrogen-13-Ammonia
Katsuya Yoshida, Nizar Mullani and K. Lance Gould
Diagnostic Imaging Research, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Chiba, Japan; and Positron Diagnostic Research
Center and Division of Cardiology, Department of Medicine, University of Texas Medical School, Houston, Texas
To validate routine, noninvasive determination of absolute myocardial perfusion and coronary flow reserve (CFR), cardiac PET was
performed in animals using a simplified imaging protocol, high-dose
dipyridamole and a simplified quantitative algorithm specific for
82Rb and 13N-ammonia. Methods: One hundred thirty-five PET
scans were obtained in eight dogs after intravenous 13N-ammonia
or Å“Rbusing serial dynamic PET or a simple two-image dataset. A
simple flow model using the two-image dataset was developed for
each radionuclide to account for varying arterial input function,
flow-dependent myocardial extraction and increased permeability
surface area (PS) product due to capillary recruitment at high flows
not incorporated into previous models. Myocardial perfusion by the
simple model was compared to standard, complete, two-compart
ment kinetic models validated by comparison to electromagnetic
flow meter. Results: For 13N-ammonia, myocardial perfusion by the
simple PET model correlated with that by complete compartmental
analysis of multiple serial PET images with r = 0.94, slope = 0.96;
CFR by compartmental analysis correlated with CFR by electro
magnetic flow meter with r = 0.94, slope = 0.97. For 82Rb,
myocardial perfusion determined by the simple model correlated
with that determined by complete compartmental analysis of mul
tiple serial PET images with r = 0.98, slope = 1.06; CFR determined
by compartmental analysis correlated with CFR by electromagnetic
flow meter with r = 0.88, slope = 1.13. Conclusion: A simplified
PET protocol using 13N-ammonia or 82Rb and simple flow models
provide noninvasive measurement of CFR up to six times baseline
flow throughout the heart and diagnostic image quality for routine
clinical application.
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Vxurrent pharmacologie or stress perfusion imaging reflects
relative distribution of maximum coronary flow or relative
coronary flow reserve (CFR) (1,2) which may be normal in the
presence of diffuse or balanced coronary artery disease. How
ever, absolute CFR, defined as maximum flow normalized to
resting flow (1,2), is reduced by diffuse disease and therefore
reflects its presence and severity. Based on a new approach for
quantitative artÃ©riographie analysis of the entire epicardial
coronary arterial tree (3,4), we have demonstrated that patients
with localized coronary artery stenoses have coronary arterial
lumens that are diffusely 30% to 50% smaller than normal
subjects (3).
Although multistenotic or diffuse coronary artery disease is
common, there has been no clinical method of quantifying such
disease or its cumulative fluid dynamic, functional severity.
Intracoronary echocardiography may identify atherosclerosis in
the wall of the coronary artery and reduced lumen size (5), but
it is invasive and does not provide information on functional
impairment of flow capacity. We have demonstrated the central
role of PET in the comprehensive noninvasive management of
coronary artery disease (6-9), particularly for changes in
severity during reversal treatment (7-9). However, absolute
coronary flow and flow reserve have not been routinely mea-
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sured clinically due to complexity of flow models and poor
quality of the brief serial images used for flow determinations.
Absolute CFR may be altered by large changes in heart rate
and blood pressure in experimental animals (7) and in humans
(70). However, the range of heart rate and blood pressure in
resting, hemodynamically stable, supine humans is sufficiently
narrow that measurements of CFR by Doppler catheter are
reproducible with acceptable variability for clinical purposes
(70,77). Current standard artÃ©riographie or radionuclide tech
nology does not measure absolute coronary flow or flow
reserve. Since diffuse coronary artery disease is commonly
present in addition to discrete stenoses, noninvasive measure
ment of myocardial flow or flow reserve regionally would be
useful clinically for identifying and quantifying functional
severity of and for after changes in its severity of diffuse or
multistenosis coronary artery disease.
The most commonly used PET perfusion radionuclides for
clinical applications are generator-produced 82Rb and cyclo
tron-produced 13N-ammonia. Accordingly, the purpose of this
study was to validate experimentally a new PET protocol for
measuring myocardial flow and flow reserve with simple
analysis algorithms suitable for routine clinical use with these
radionuclides while retaining diagnostic quality images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal Preparation
Eight conditioned mongrel dogs weighing an average of 27 kg
were surgically prepared as previously reported from our labora
tory (1,2,4). Briefly, dogs were anesthetized, intubated and venti
lated with room air. Left thoractomy was performed and two
Tygon/Teflon 20-gauge catheters were placed within the ascending
aorta for pressure measurement and arterial blood collection. The
dead space of these catheters was small (0.7-0.8 ml). To test
experimental feasibility, acute experiments were performed in the
first two dogs, and in six other dogs, chronic experiments were
performed. A Zepta electromagnetic flow probe and a hydraulic
cuff occluder were placed on the left circumflex coronary artery.
After implantation of instruments, the wires and tubing were
tunneled from the posterior chest and exited from the skin through
separate stab wounds, with a 7-day postoperative recovery period
before collecting PET data. All animals were treated humanely
according to Helsinki guidelines and the study protocols were
approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of the University of
Texas Health Science Center.
PET Imaging Protocol
PET images were obtained using the University of Texas,
nine-slice cesium fluoride tomograph with a reconstructed resolu
tion of 12 mm FWHM as previously described (12-14). A
transmission scan was obtained over 25-30 min containing 150
million counts using a ring of 68Ga. As a 20-sec slow bolus, 5-10
mCi uN-ammonia or 8-15 mCi 82Rb were injected intravenously
in animals and 18-20 mCi 13N-ammonia or 40-50 mCi 82Rb in
humans. Simultaneously with injection, data collection was begun
for 2 min in list mode format followed by data collection in frame
mode format for 5 min (82Rb) or 15 min (l3N-ammonia). Rubidium-82 was obtained from a 82Sr/82Rb generator. Nitrogen-13ammonia was prepared in the cyclotron of the University of Texas
Medical School as previously described (2,8,9,12,13-17).
Blood Sampling

To compare arterial activity concentrations of 13N and 82Rb

measured by well counting with those determined by PET in
animals, serial blood samples were obtained from the aortic
catheter at sampling intervals of 3-4 sec during the first minute and
every 10 sec for the next minute. Each sample volume was 1-1.5
1702

ml drawn by hand into a syringe over approximately 1-1.5 sec.
Nitrogen-13 and 82Rb activities were measured in a well counter
and corrected for radioactive decay and well counter deadtime.
Experimental

Protocols

After light sedation, dogs were positioned in right recumbency
within the PET scanner and sedation was maintained using a
combination of Ice innovar i.m. and 2-4 cc pentobarbital i.V.,
repeated approximately every 2 hr. Hemodynamic data were
recorded and coronary flow was measured. Before starting the PET
scan, initial flow and pressure calibrations were made and baseline
control recordings were obtained of the ECG, phasic coronary flow
and aortic pressure. Coronary flow response was recorded after a
10-sec occlusion. Mechanical occlusion to check zero flow base
line for the electromagnetic flow meter was done at the beginning
and end of each PET image at rest and after dipyridamole. After
returning to baseline conditions, two rest PET scans followed by
two to four dipyridamole scans were obtained for a total of four to
six PET scans per experiment. Intravenous doses of dipyridamole
ranged from 0.284 to 0.852 mg/kg given over 4 min to obtain a
wide range of values of flow and arterial input function. An interval
of at least 50 and 10 min, respectively, was used between each PET
scan for 13N-ammonia and 82Rb to allow for physical decay of the
isotopes. Thirty experiments consisting of 135 PET scans were
obtained at rest and after varying doses of dipyridamole. Seventyfive of the PET scans were obtained with l3N-ammonia and 60
with Rb depending on generator availability. For different corre
lations within subsets of data, the number of datapoints (n) varied
from 14 to 49 as shown on each graph subsequently.
Image Processing

Two-minute list mode data were processed as ten 6-sec images
followed by six 10-sec images. A single image was also recon
structed using the first 1 min of data collection, beginning with the
first rise of counts after intravenous injection. Single images were
also reconstructed of the first 2 min of data collection (0-2 min)
and of the second minute (1-2 min) of data. Arterial input function
was obtained from a region of interest (ROI) in the left atrium
which was clearly visible on 12-30-sec PET images after the
injection to minimize partial volume spillover effects.
Deadtime losses were corrected empirically by calibrating the
PET scanner using known activity in a phantom as described
below. Temporal resolution of the PET scanner is software
controlled to any time period, limited only by counting statistics.
To assess the feasibility of determining arterial input more
simply from a single image, a left atrial ROI was also drawn on a
single image of the blood pool on the 0-1-min and 0-2-min single
images. The ROI size was 4-16 pixels, with each pixel represent
ing 3 mm. To precisely locate myocardial activity measured by
PET, myocardial ROIs were drawn on late myocardial images
obtained in frame mode, and these ROIs were projected onto the
serial 6- and 10-sec PET images and onto the 0-1-, 0-2- and
1-2-min single images.
Cross-Calibration

between PET and Well Counter

To quantify radioactivity in blood and myocardium, three
different devices were used: the PET scanner, a dose calibrator and
a well counter. The dose calibrator was calibrated with National
Bureau of Standards sources. The stability of the dose calibrator
was checked by 60Co and 137Cecalibration sources two or three
times per week; the observed variability was less than 1%.
Therefore, we used the dose calibrator as a standard for calibrating
the PET scanner. Cross-calibration of the PET scanner, well
counter and dose calibrator was obtained using 82Rb or 13Nammonia solution as follows: For these calibration factors, the
reference activity was measured by the dose calibrator, diluted with
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500 ml water and injected into a water-filled phantom 20 cm in
diameter. A measured sample volume was counted from the
phantom contents in the well counter. From the ratio of PET counts
per minute per pixel to millicuries per milliliter in the dose
calibrator, a PET-dose calibrator calibration factor for the PET
scanner was derived for the cylindrical 20-cm phantom containing
a solution of 82Rb or 13N-ammonia. From the ratio of counts per
second per volume in the well counter to millicuries per milliliter
in the dose calibrator, a dose calibrator-well counter calibration
factor was also calculated. The fluctuations of the PET and well
counter cross-calibration factors to the dose calibrator were less
than 3% and 6%, respectively. The calibration factor of 82Rb was
slightly different from that of 13N due to the different energy
spectrum between 13N and 82Rb, especially in the high energy
range caused by the beta particle (3.15 MeV) of 82Rb, which
affected the integral value measured by the well counter. There
fore, we used a separate calibration factor for 82Rb and 13N.
Mathematical Basis of Myocardial Blood Flow Calculations
To measure perfusion using radionuclides extracted by the
myocardium, simple flow models for 82Rb and 13N-ammonia were
developed, using the following equation as a starting point (75-7 7):
E â€F¢ =

P(t)
Ca(x) dx

where P(t) is tracer uptake in an organ after time t, Ca(x) dx is the
arterial blood concentration, F is coronary perfusion, E is the
myocardial extraction fraction of the tracer, and in this form of the
equation, x, is an integration "dummy." The advantage of this
model is physiologic relevance to known microvascular spaces and
kinetic-behavior of potassium or potassium analogs (75-23), its
simplicity and applicability for routine clinical use. However,
extraction fraction is not constant for all flow values but is a
complex function of flow and of the permeability-surface area
product of the capillary. Arterial input function is variable, depend
ing on the effects of dipyridamole as shown subsequently. This
simple model is not related to or dependent on the first-pass transit
time of radiotracer.
As reference standards for comparison to our simple method,
several compartmental models for 13N-ammonia and 82Rb have
been validated for quantifying myocardial perfusion by curve
fitting equations of the model to observed time-activity curves
from multiple serial PET images to solve for multiple unknowns of
compartmental models (15,24-31). Therefore, we compared myo
cardial perfusion measured by the simple models to standard
compartmental models for both 82Rb and 13N-ammonia, which
were adapted to account for increased PS product occurring at high
flows after dipyridamole. As further validation, CFR calculated
with these compartmental models for both radionuclides was
compared to CFR obtained by electromagnetic flow meter to verify
their validity and applicability as a PET reference standard.
For clinical application of either the simple flow models or
complete compartmental models, noninvasive measurement of
integrated arterial input function is needed. Cardiac PET can
provide noninvasive measurement of arterial input function from
ROIs drawn over the left ventricular cavity or the left atrium from
multiple serial 6-10-sec images. Since dipyridamole increases
cardiac output, it should theoretically decrease the integrated
arterial input function below resting values, but the effect of
dipyridamole on arterial input has not been reported, especially for
high-dose dipyridamole. Therefore, we also compared arterial
input function measured by blood sampling data with that mea-

F>ca(t)
K1

Trapped Space (OT)

Free Space (QF)

CT(t). VT

CF(t). VF

kt
F.Cv(tt)

FIGURE 1. Functionaltwo-compartment model describing myocardial kinet
ics of 13N-ammonia and 82Rb. k, and k2 reflect tracer exchange tracer
between free and trapped space. F = flow to region, Ca(t) = arterial
concentration of tracer, Cv(t-t) = venous concentration of tracer, VF =
volume of free space with concentration and is volume of trapped space with
concentration 0?.

sured noninvasively by PET and evaluated the effect of dipyridamole on arterial input function.
The standard noninvasive method of measuring arterial input
function uses serial, 6-lO-sec, multiple (16-20) PET images that
require substantial processing time and is thus not optimal for
routine clinical studies. Furthermore, the short 6-10-sec images
used for serial dynamic PET data acquisition are of poor quality
with such poor statistical content as to preclude clinical diagnostic
use. As a relatively simple, clinically applicable alternative, we
tested the validity of measuring arterial input function and myo
cardial activity from single 0-1-min, 0-2-min and 1-2-min PET
images to determine myocardial perfusion compared to compartmental models using serial 6-sec PET images and blood sampling
data.
To describe the kinetic characteristics of 13N-ammonia and 82Rb
in the myocardium, we began with a generic functional twocompartment model as previously described (75-77), in which the
two compartments are the free and trapped space illustrated in
Figure 1. Vp and VT are volumes of free and trapped space (ml/g),
respectively, with concentration CFT(t) and CT(t) (cps/ml). The
kinetic transport constants k, (ml/min/g) and k2 (/min) represent
the forward and backward transfer rates of tracer from free to
trapped space. F (ml/min/g) is myocardial flow to the region, Ca(t)
arterial concentration of the tracer and Cv(t) venous concentration
of the tracer (cps/ml). The total myocardial tracer concentration at
time t, P(t), can be described by the following equation:
P(t) = VFCF(t) + VTCT(t).

Eq. 1

P(t) can also be expressed as the integral difference between the
input and output.
P(t) =

FCa(x)dx

-

FCv(x - t) dx.

Eq. 2

Extraction fraction of the tracer at time t can be expressed as the
ratio of the amount of the tracer trapped to the total amount
delivered.
E(t) =

VTCT(t)

'I' Ca(x) dx
F

Eq. 3

'o
From this general two-compartment model and equations, we then
derived two different versions for calculating myocardial perfusion
specific for both 82Rb and l3N-ammonia. The first version is called
the Simple model because it has been simplified to one unknown,
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flow, to be calculated from two observed variables, myocardial
uptake and arterial input function, each measured from a single
PET image acquired during the 2 min after intravenous injection of
radionuclide. The second version is called the Compartmental
model because it has fewer simplifying assumptions and four or
five unknowns (see below) determined by curve fitting the model
equations to observe myocardial and blood-pool, time-activity
curves measured from multiple (16) serial PET images taken
dynamically every 6-10 sec for the first 2 min after intravenous
injection followed by standard frame mode acquisition.
Simple Flow Model. If the time at which the flow is measured,
t, is long enough after the tracer injection, the tracer in the free
space,VFCp(t), is negligibly small compared to that trapped in the
myocardium. An approximation P(t) = VTCT can be made and
Equation 3 can be expressed as follows:
P(t)

F =
E(t)

Eq. 4

Ca(x)dx

l f<>

This equation describes the mathematical relations among flow,
extraction and arterial input of the simple flow model. Scheiben et
al. (31) measured cardiac extraction fraction of '3N-ammonia in
open-chest dogs using external scintillation detection after intracoronary bolus injection. Mullani et al. (15,16) measured cardiac
extraction fraction of 82Rb in open-chest dogs using external beta
probes placed directly over the heart after an intravenous bolus
injection of the tracer. To account for flow-dependent extraction in
both the simple and two-compartment models, we used the
experimentally observed relation between flow and extraction
fraction given by Schelbert et al. for 13N-ammonia (31) and by
Mullani et al. for 82Rb (15,16) during the 1 min after tracer
injection over a wide range of flows. Then, we applied the
Renkin-Crone model (18-23) to these published extraction-flow
data with a new term accounting for the flow-dependent, perme
ability-surface area (PS) product as derived in the Appendix. We
then rearranged the equations as follows (see Appendix):
EN = 1
ER = 1

.

--(1.34+0.48FVF

Eq.5

--(0.45+0.16FVF

Eq. 6

where EN and ER are the extraction fraction of 13N-ammonia and
82Rb, respectively, at 1 min after tracer injection in relation to flow,
F. Substituting these equations for E into Equation 4 gives the
following equations. For rubidium the simple equation becomes:
Rubidium

P(t) = F[l - e-(045+016F)/F] Ca(x) dx.

Eq. 7

â€¢'o
For '3N-ammonia the simple equation becomes
N-13 ammonia

P(t) = F[l - e-"34+048F)/F]

fÂ«
Ca(x) dx.
Jo

Eq. 8
For the simple model for l3N-ammonia and for 82Rb, "instanta
neous" myocardial activity, P (t), was measured by PET at 60 sec
and the arterial input function integrated over 60 sec up to that
time. It is a simple equation because there is only one unknown to
be calculated, F, from measured values of P (t) and the arterial
input function by PET.
These equations are derived for calculating myocardial flow at a
point in time, T, based on the simple equation by dividing
1704

instantaneous myocardial counts at time, T, by the arterial input
function integrated up through time T. For validating the simple
model in animal studies, the shortest realistic duration of image
acquisition was used, 6 sec, at 60 sec after injection for measuring
myocardial uptake, P(t), to approximate as closely as possible the
conditions under which the equation applies. However, the statis
tical count content of 6-sec PET images is not of diagnostic quality
for clinical purposes, particularly for regional quantification of
CFR.
PET systems typically collect counts over a longer period of
time in which duration of image acquisition is inversely related to
statistical noise in the image data. To reduce the statistical noise in
the data, the counts are integrated for as long as possible,
particularly for clinical studies where minimizing image noise is
diagnostically important. Therefore, to accommodate the simple
flow model to a clinical PET acquisition with better statistical
content for diagnostic purposes, a further modification was made in
the simple flow model as follows:

1 Ml

p(x)d*

p =

E

C.(x)

Instead of using instantaneous myocardial counts measured on a
6-sec image, an average of myocardial counts over a longer period
of the data collection time from t, to t2 was used to improve
statistical content. An assumption made in this modified equation
is that the observed myocardial counts P(t) do not change very
much from time t, to t2, and therefore an average value of P(t)
during that interval can be obtained that approximates the instan
taneous value. Experimentally, this assumption appears justified
since myocardial uptake is relatively stable after the first minute.
The average of myocardial counts over the first 2 min of data
after injection has less statistical noise but underestimates the
counts at time, T, due to the slow increase of the myocardial counts
beginning at time zero. The underestimation error can be 30%40% if the myocardial counts are integrated from time zero through
the second minute after injection. Better image quality, better
statistical quantitation of instantaneous myocardial activity at 60
sec and a better estimate of blood flow for clinical purposes are
obtained if the myocardial activity is integrated for 1 min starting
at 1 min postinjection of tracer when myocardial uptake is more
stable. The total arterial input function is collected from time zero
up through the end of the data acquisition time, as is the case for
determining instantaneous blood flow. The averaged or integrated
myocardial counts beginning at the first minute after injection may
still theoretically slightly underestimate instantaneous flow, but the
error is negligible as shown subsequently.
This version of the simple model adapted for optimal clinical
diagnostic image quality is called the Averaged Simple model
because myocardial uptake is obtained as the average myocardial
counts from a 1-min PET image (the second minute after the rise
in activity after intravenous injection) as compared to the 6-sec
image for instantaneous myocardial uptake.
In comparison, Nienaber et al. (27) used integrated arterial input
and instantaneous myocardial activity by PET 60 sec after tracer
injection to minimize errors due to spillover activity from the
myocardium to blood pool and 13N-ammonia metabolites at longer
times. However, the image quality or statistical content of PET data
is very poor in these short instantaneous images, whereas it is
markedly improved on 1-min images obtained in the first to second
minute after injection, as in our Averaged Simple model. In this
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early acquisition period, these errors due to spillover and metabo
lites are readily corrected.
To compute absolute flow, several corrections have to be made
to the data:
1. Correct the myocardial counts for partial volume (PV) losses
and for spillover (Sm) from blood-pool activity to the myo
cardium.
2. Correct blood-pool activity or arterial input for myocardial to
blood-pool spillover (Sb); correct blood-pool activity by a
cross-calibration factor (CF) obtained by comparing bloodpool activity by PET to blood samples counted in a well
counter and for metabolites of 13N-ammonia (M) in blood not
extracted by myocardium.
3. Correct both myocardial and blood-pool activity for random
coincidences, physical decay and deadtime losses.
These corrections are detailed below.
Data Analysis and Partial Volume, Spillover and Metabolite
Corrections. Initially acquired, raw PET data underwent standard
corrections for randoms, physical decay and deadtime losses. Then,
partial volume corrections were estimated theoretically and veri
fied experimentally by imaging the Mullani partial volume phan
tom. The observed myocardial activity was corrected using a
recovery coefficient for the myocardium (PV) of 0.73 for 13Nammonia and 0.70 for 82Rb. There is also a partial volume loss
from blood-pool activity that decreases arterial input function by
PET. The correction factor for this error (CF) was calculated as the
ratio of integrated arterial input function by counting blood
samples in a well counter to that by PET and was 1.109 (CF) for
13N-ammonia and 1.166 for 82Rb. Spillover fractions of blood-pool
activity into myocardium (Sm) were computed at 0.16 for I3Nammonia and 0.19 for 82Rb, assuming a left ventricular wall
thickness of 1.2 cm and knowing the positron range of the
radionuclide.
The correction for metabolites, M, was taken from Rosenspire et
al. (52) as 0.95 due to 5% of blood-pool activity being metabolites
labeled with 13Nbut not extractable by the myocardium. Since it is
time-dependent, this metabolite correction for ammonia was made
as a function of time of the arterial sample using an exponential
function, calculated for the second minute after intravenous injec
tion.
The simple flow equation with partial volume and corrections
spillover are shown below:
1

PV x (t2 - t,)

{P(x) - (Sm X Ca(x))}dx

F =
E(CF)r

{M Ca(x).Â°X

Sb XP(x)} dx

where the corrections PV, Sm, Sb, CF and M are defined above.
In application, myocardial uptake, E X F, is obtained by
computing the ratio of the myocardial uptake to the arterial input
data. This equation is represented by
Myocardial Uptake = F X E

PV X
(CF)

used.
Increasing the time period over which the average myocardial
count is measured further improves the image quality for quantitation of myocardial uptake by reducing image noise or statistical
uncertainty. However, prolonging this period for determining
myocardial counts beyond 2-3 min increases the error in the
arterial input function due to spillover of activity from the
myocardium into the blood pool and the error due to blood
metabolites of 13N-ammonia. Since the equations require that
myocardial uptake and arterial input function be measured concur
rently or simultaneously in time, there is an inherent trade off
between the error in the arterial input function with the error in
myocardial activity depending on the time period after intravenous
injection when they are measured. Earlier images after injection
have the most accurate arterial input data and least accurate
myocardial uptake data due to larger spillover of activity from the
blood pool to myocardium which has to be corrected. Later images
after injection have the most accurate myocardial uptake data and
least accurate arterial input data due to large spillover activity from
the myocardium to blood pool and blood metabolites of 13Nmetabolites. The most useful compromise is the 1-min time period
from the first to the second minute after intravenous injection for
myocardial uptake, with arterial input integrated during these first
2 min or by obtaining a single 2-min image in list mode. These data
are then used to reconstruct a single 1-min myocardial uptake
image and a single 2-min arterial input image.
The data were also analyzed using functional two-compartment
models derived separately for l3N-ammonia (compartment model
N) and for 82Rb (compartment model R) by compartmental
analysis and solutions for the unknowns by curve-fitting each
model to observed myocardial time-activity from multiple serial
PET images, as described below.
Compartmental Model R
In this model, the two compartments, free and trapped spaces,
are represented by volumes VF and VT with concentrations of CF
and CT, respectively. Equation 1 can be modified by substituting
for VTCTthe expression from Equation 3, the product of extraction
fraction, flow and arterial input function as follows:
P(t) = VFCF(t) + E(t)F

Â£â€¢
CF(x) dx.

{P(x) - (Sn X Ca(x))}dx

Eq. 9

This general equation contains the term VFCF(t), the amount of
activity in the free space, not present in the simple equation and is
therefore a more complete model but with more unknowns that
must be solved by curve fitting. If the tracer is injected into the
femoral veins as a bolus, CF(t) can be adequately described by
convolving the arterial input function with the following equation:
bte~al,
where a and b are determined by curve fitting of the equations
below to the observed rubidium data (15,16). Therefore, we
convolved Ca(t) with the curve bte^at to obtain CF(t).
CF(t) =

{(M(x) X C.(x)) - (Sâ€žX P(x))} dx
Jo

Then, flow is calculated by substituting Equations 5 and 6 for EN
or ER for E depending on whether 82Rb or 13N-ammonia is being

Eq. 10

where * is the convolution operator.
Substitution of Equation 10 into Equation 9 and using the
relation between flow and extraction fraction, EN and ER, gives the
following equations with four unknowns to be solved by fitting the
model to the observed tissue time-activity curves. The four
unknowns are VF, F, a and b whose values are determined by best
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fit of the equations below to the observed myocardial counts, P(t),
and the arterial input function.
The general two-compartment equation is written as follows:

P(t) = VFC,(t)* bte"al -f- E(t)F I Ca(x)* bxe"3" dx.
Eq. 11
Substituting ER for E from Equation 6 into Equation 11, the
two-compartment equation for rubidium becomes:
P(t) = VFCa(t) * bte- e-(0-45+tU6F)/F]
"" dx.

I

REST

o
TI
LA Blood Pool

Â¡2Â«
1-

Myocardium

8f

UJ U

o- E

Eq. 12

To use this equation with "N-ammonia, Equation 5 for EN is
substituted for E(t) in Equation 11 and the two-compartment
equation becomes:
P(t) = VFCa(t) * bet-"1 + F[l - e'(134+0'48F)/F]

20

TIME

B

I

Ca(x) * bxe"ax dx.

40

20i

100

120

100

120

(SEC)

DIPYRIOAMOLE

Eq. 13

Compartmental Model N
As a comparison with previously published compartment models
for 13N-ammonia, we utilized the BMDP software package (Los
Angeles, CA) using differential equations. For analysis by BMDP,
as previously published for compartmental models for 13N-ammo-

O
TI

8?

nia, Equation 13 for ammonia above can be rewritten in differential
form. For each compartment of the model N, the rate of change in
the tracer concentration can be described by the following differ
ential equations:
- QF(t) = FC.(t) - K,CF(t)

k2Qr(t)

Eq. 14

20

40

60
TIME

-QT(t)

= [K,QF(t)]/VF - k2Q,(t).

Eq. 15

In model N, if we assume, as have other investigators (24,27-31)
that the venous concentration of the tracer equals tracer concen
tration in the free space, then Equation (14) can be changed into the
following equation developed by Huang et al. (24):
-Q(t)

= FC.(t) - [(K,

F)QF(t)]/VF + k2QT(t).

Eq. 16

In model N, the value of Vrfor l3N-ammonia and 82Rb were also
fixed at 0.8 ml/g and 1.0 ml/g, respectively, as reported by Smith
et al. (30), Krivokapich et al. (29) and Endo et al. (28). For model
N, k2 was not assumed to equal zero but was estimated since better
fit of the model to observed data was observed when k2 was finite.
Therefore, in these equations there are five unknowns, R,, k2, F, QF
and QT determined by fitting this equation to the observed uptake
of radionuclide, Q, and arterial input function. Since k2 was not
assumed to be zero, this model has one additional unknown.
Blood samples counted in a well counter were used to determine
arterial input function in the compartmental models to calculate
myocardial blood flow as a standard reference without the errors
due to blood metabolites or myocardium to blood-pool spillover.
Arterial input was also determined by serial dynamic PET and by
a single PET image acquired throughout the time frame to obtain
myocardial uptake. For compartmental analysis, nonlinear least
squares regression and numerical integration were used in the
BMDP software.
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(SEC)

FIGURE 2. Time-activity curves for left atrial and left ventricular myocardium
derived from serial PET images of 13N-ammonia at rest (A) and after
dipyridamole infusion (B).

The Simple models and compartmental models N and R are the
three basic models for determining CFR with cationic PET radiotracers extracted by the myocardium: 13N-ammonia and 82Rb. We
therefore compared application of all three models with both of
these radionuclides to determine which model best described the
kinetic behavior of each radionuclide, the differences in kinetic
behavior between these radiotracers and their applicability for
determining CFR for routine clinical application.
RESULTS
Figure 2 shows typical left atrial and myocardial time-activity
curves obtained at rest (Fig. 2A) and after dipyridamole infusion
(Fig. 2B). After dipyridamole administration, myocardial activity
increased markedly. The area under the blood-pool, time-activity
curve or arterial input function, was decreased after dipyridamole
infusion. Similar curves were obtained for S2Rbbut are not shown
due to space constraints.
For complete compartmental analysis, a typical curve fit of
model N to the myocardial time-activity curve of 13N-ammonia is
shown in
eliminated
Model R
ammonia.

Figure 3A. Addition of finite k2 values to model N
residuals in the middle and late time period of the fit.
could not be fit to the time-activity curves of I3NTherefore, model R was not workable with '3N-ammo-
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FIGURE 3. ( A) Typical curve of model N fitted to the myocardial time-activity
data of 13N-ammonia obtained by PET at high flow after dipyridamole (A).
Estimating a finite value of k2 to optimize the model fit to observed data
eliminated residual misfit in the middle and late time periods. ( B) Typical
curve of model R fitted to the myocardial time-activity data of ^Rb obtained
by PET.

nia, i.e., was not appropriate for or failed to describe the kinetics of
13N-ammonia. A characteristic curve fit of model R to the
myocardial time-activity curve of 82Rb is shown in Figure 3B. The
shape of the time-activity curves of these two radionuclides is quite
different, reflecting different biological behavior with different
models required for suitable fitting to the time-activity curves of
each radionuclide obtained by PET.
Figure 4A correlates myocardial perfusion calculated from the
simple model for I3N-ammonia with perfusion determined by
complete application of compartmental model N. There is a good
correlation between these two dataseis, with a correlation coeffi
cient r = 0.94 and a slope of 0.99. Figure 4B correlates myocardial
perfusion calculated from the simple model for 82Rb compared to
perfusion determined by complete compartmental model R. There
is a good correlation with an r value of 0.97 and a slope of 1.13.
Figure 5 correlates CFR calculated from the complete compart
mental model N for 13N-ammonia and model R for 82Rb with
electromagnetic flow meter data. For '3N-ammonia, CFR deter
mined by model N correlated well with CFR by electromagnetic
flow meter with r = 0.94 and slope of 0.97 (Fig. 5A). Compart-

RGURE 4. (A) Myocardial perfusion estimated by PET from 13N-ammonia
using the Simple model compared to the complete compartmental model N.
(B) Myocardial perfusion estimated by PET from 82Rb using the Simple
model compared to model R.

mental model R could not be fit to the l3N-ammonia data, and
therefore the characteristics of this model did not fit ammonia
kinetics. For 82Rb, CFR determined from model R correlated well
with CFR obtained by electromagnetic flow meter with r = 0.88
and slope =1.13 (Fig. 5B). CFR for 82Rb calculated using model
N markedly underestimates CFR compared to flow meter data,
indicating that model R does not describe the kinetics of 13Nammonia.
For model R, the volume of distribution of 82Rb was also
estimated. Figure 6 shows the relation between the distribution
volume of the free space (V) for 82Rb and calculated flow values
(F). Linear regression yields V = 0.048 F + 0.13, r = 0.74. The
mean value Â±s.d. of V at rest was 0.15 Â±0.04. Thus, the volume
of the free space for 82Rb is about 15% of the myocardium and
increases linearly as flow increases, reflecting capillary recruitment
and increased capillary surface area.
Arterial Input Function and Effects of Dipyridamole
To estimate the effect of dipyridamole on arterial input function,
integrated arterial input function was measured on serial blood
samples, normalized to tracer injection dose and was correlated
with the dose of dipyridamole (Fig. 7) for 13N-ammonia and 82Rb,
respectively. Integrated arterial input function by well counter
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Relation of Model Compartments to Known Anatomic or
Morphologic Microvascular Myocardial Spaces
Although the Simple models provide CFR measures compa
rable to the more complex compartmental models, the Simple
models do not provide insights into the kinetic differences
between these two tracers. Compartmental model R does not fit
myocardial time-activity curves of 13N-ammonia and compart
mental model N does not fit rubidium myocardial time-activity
curves of 82Rb because each of the models expresses, or

Â¡Ã®
l|
y-0.08
+ 1.13X
r - 0.88

O.

8

12345

CORONARY FLOW RESERVE
ELECTROMAGNETIC
FLOW METER
FIGURE 5. (A) CFR by PET, 13N-ammonia and model N compared to CFR
obtained by electromagnetic flow meter. (B) CFR by PET, Å“Rb and model R
compared to CFR by electromagnetic flow meter.

measurements was inversely related to dipyridamole infusion dose.
Therefore, dipyridamole caused a dose-dependent decrease in
arterial input function of radionuclide perfusion tracers. Arterial
input function determined from serial multiple 6-sec PET images
over I min and a single I-min PET image of first-pass blood pool
correlated well with each other (r = 0.94) and with blood samples
counted in a well counter (r = 0.94). However, PET underesti
mated integrated input function by 10.9% compared to well counter
data most likely due to partial volume errors. Therefore, the
PET-derived arterial input function was corrected upward by
10.9% in the Simple models.
Averaged Simple Model for Clinical Application
Both the Simple and compartmental models used instanta
neous myocardial uptake measured on a 6-sec PET image to
calculate flow or flow reserve. To improve statistical image
quality for diagnostic clinical applications, the Simple model
was further adapted to obtain myocardial uptake over a 1-min
period from the end of the first 1-2 min after the rapid rise of
activity after intravenous injection. Figure 8 correlates coronary
flow determined by the Averaged Simple model with the
complete compartment model N for 13N-ammonia (Fig. 8A)
1708

depends on, the specific kinetic characteristics of each tracer.
Thus, compartmental kinetic models fitted by nonlinear regres
sion to observed kinetic PET data from multiple images provide
insights into the kinetics of specific tracers but do not neces
sarily provide better measures of CFR. For clinical applications,
the Simple models accurately predict CFR and are easier to
apply for routine clinical studies.
Compartmental Model R
The two-compartment kinetic model R fits myocardial timeactivity curves from serial PET images of 82Rb and accurately
calculates myocardial perfusion and CFR. The original twocompartmental model first reported by Mullani et al. (IT)
incorporated a free space and a trapped space for describing
82Rb kinetics (15-17). However, this original model underesti
mated high coronary flows (26) because it failed to account for
the effects of capillary recruitment at high flows after dipyri
damole. Our current results support the use of a more physio
logically complete model that accounts for the increased cap
illary surface area or PS product during maximum vasodilation
and has not been previously used in PET perfusion models. The
average volume of the free space,VF, estimated from model R
was 0.15, increasing by 50% to 100% (Fig. 6) in association
with capillary recruitment at high flows corresponding to the
known size and behavior of the combined intravascular and
interstitial spaces (33-38). Thus, maximum VF is about twofold
bigger than at rest. VF at rest is not the same morphologically as
extracellular and vascular space which are approximately 25%
and 15% of the myocardium (39), respectively, because the
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FIGURE 7. Integrated arterial input function from blood samples counted by
well counter normalized to tracer injection dose graphed as a function of
dipyridamole infusion dose for 13N-ammonia (A) and ^Rb (B).

vascular endothelium offers some mild resistance to passage of
rubidium and other potassium analogs. Thus, VF at rest is a
functional space of early or transient distribution without
trapping that is closely related to but not identical to the
vascular and interstitial spaces; VF therefore reflects compara
ble changes which these morphological spaces undergo during
vasodilation and recruitment.
Egress of 82Rb from the cell is negligible for viable myocar
dium, as previously reported (15-17,24,26,40-44).
Moreover,
model R does not fit the myocardial time-activity curves from
serial PET of 13N-ammonia, thereby indicating different kinetic
behavior of these two tracers.
Compartmental Model N
The two-compartment kinetic model N fits myocardial timeactivity curves from serial PET images of l3N-ammonia and
also accurately determines myocardial perfusion and CFR. The
volume of distribution for 13N-ammonia is large, approximately
80% of the myocardial mass or 0.8 ml/g and is a fixed constant,
unrelated to flow as also shown by Krivokapich et al. (29),
Smith et al. (30), Endo et al. (28) and confirmed in our
experiments. This volume of distribution is much bigger than
the morphological interstitial space reported by Frank et al.

FIGURE 8. Myocardial perfusion by the Averaged Simple model using 1-min
myocardial uptake data compared with perfusion obtained by model R for
Å“Rb (A) and model N for 13N-ammonia (B).

(39). One explanation

is that l3N-ammonia is metabolized

to

products, principally glutamine, that egress slowly from the
cell. In this case the volume of distribution of l3N-ammonia
would be large as is necessary for the compartmental model N
to fit myocardial time-activity curves. The concept of a large
functional volume of distribution unrelated to anatomic or
morphologic microvascular space has been demonstrated by
Frank et al. (39) using the positively charged ion, La"1"1"1",
which had a large volume of distribution due to binding by
polyanionic extracellular structures. Similarly, for metabolically trapped tracers, the distribution volume would be larger
than volume of morphologic distribution and tracer concentra
tion in the morphologic space would be much larger than that in
the apparent distribution volume.
Permeability for 13N-ammonia is three times that for 82Rb at
all levels of flow (see Appendix), reflecting high lipid solubil
ity. Thus, two-compartment
model N for
N-ammonia is
markedly different from 82Rb and does not correspond to
physiologic microvascular spaces but represents functional
metabolic compartmentalization of 13N-ammonia.
The compartmental models for 82Rb and 13N-ammonia accu-
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rately determine CFR measured independently by electromag
netic flow meter and provide insights into their kinetics.
However, their requirement for multiple serial PET scans and
complex processing for compartmental analysis precludes their
routine clinical application. The simple models for 82Rb and
13N-ammonia can be applied for routine clinical PET by
obtaining 2 min of list mode data. These data are processed to
reconstruct a single cumulative 2-min static image of the
first-pass left ventricular blood pool as a simplified arterial
input function and a single, cumulative, static 1-min image of
myocardial uptake. With this Average Simple model, diagnostic
quality images are obtained, myocardial perfusion and CFR are
measured, multiple serial PET images are not required and
processing time is markedly reduced for routine application and
rapid clinical throughput. Standard diagnostic images of myo
cardial uptake may be obtained in profile mode over 6 min for
82Rb or over 15 min for l3N-ammonia after the acquisition of

N.I 3 AMMONIA

12345
MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION (ml/tnln/g)

B

the flow data in the first 2 min.
y = l 34 * O 48 x
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Other Perfusion Radiotracers
Myocardial perfusion in cc/min/g has been measured by
15O-water (45). However, image quality with 150-water is
severely limited for diagnostic clinical imaging due to low
counting statistics since it is not extracted from the myocardium
and requires blood-pool subtraction. Although well documented
as a measure of myocardial perfusion in investigative protocols
(45), poor diagnostic quality images have limited the clinical
use of I50-water. For this reason, there are no published reports
on its diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for detecting coro
nary artery disease. Moreover, quantifying myocardial perfu
sion by 13N-ammonia has been shown to be equivalent to
I50-water but with better quality diagnostic images (46).
Effects of Dipyridamole on Arterial Input Function
Assessing CFR by PET requires imaging at rest and after
intravenous administration of dipyridamole. Since dipyridamole increases cardiac output, there is a dose-related decrease
in arterial input function after dipyridamole. Cardiac output
(CO), tracer injection dose and arterial input function have the
following relation based on an indicator dilution method (Henriques-Hamilton Principle):
CO =

FIGURE 9. (A) Extraction fraction of 13N-ammonia and 82Rb recalculated

Inj. Dose

from the data of Scheiben et al. (3) and Mullani et al. (75, 76) as a nonlinear
function of myocardial blood flow. (B) Estimated PS product (permeability x
surface area) of 13N-ammonia and 82Rb from the data of Schelbert et al. (37)

i C(t)dt
Jn

and Mullani et al. (75,76) as a function of myocardial blood flow. (C) Ratio of
the permeability of 13N-ammonia to that of 82Rb as a function of myocardial

In their pioneering studies of rubidium in 1967, Knoebel
applied this principle for measuring global myocardial
and cardiac output using a two-detector coincidence
system with 84Rb-Cl. She reported that dipyridamole

blood flow.

et al. (47)
perfusion
counting
infusion

increases cardiac output by approximately 34%. Consistent with
her study results 26 yr earlier, our quantitative PET data demon
strate a 27% Â±9.8% decrease in arterial input function after
dipyridamole, which varies inversely with dose. Our results vali
date generator-produced 82Rb for quantifying regional CFR with
routine clinical PET.
Timing of PET Data Acquisition for Arterial Input Function
and Myocardial Tracer Uptake
Different optimal times for PET data acquisition for measur
ing blood-pool (arterial input function) and myocardial uptake
create tradeoffs that are important for accurate measuring of
perfusion and CFR. Table 1 summarizes these tradeoffs by
showing the effects of various data acquisition timing protocols
on arterial input, myocardial uptake, image quality, timing
concurrence, measurement of CFR and clinical applicability.
1710
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On early images (0-1 min after intravenous injection), bloodpool activity is optimally measured but myocardial uptake is
subject to a large error due to spillover of activity from the
blood-pool to myocardial regions of interest. On later images
(2-3 min after intravenous injection) myocardial uptake is
optimally measured, but blood-pool activity is subject to large
errors due to spillover of myocardial activity into blood-pool
regions of interest. Since blood-pool activity for arterial input
function must be measured concurrently with myocardial activ
ity, there is a tradeoff among these spillover errors and
statistical image quality with an optimal period from the first to
the second minute.
In Table 1, option A, 6-sec serial images are of such poor
image quality as to preclude diagnostic usefulness. Options
B,C, with 6-10-sec instantaneous uptake images, suffer the
same limitation despite good arterial input data. In option E,
quantitation of myocardial uptake is poor due to a larger error
caused by spillover activity from intense blood-pool activity
into myocardial regions of interest. In option F, quantitation of
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TABLE 1
Timing of PET Data Acquisition

soluble, metabolically trapped radionuclide with permeability
three times greater than Rb and a large distribution volume
that is much larger than known intravascular and interstitial
microvascular spaces.
With increasing recognition of diffuse and/or multistenosis
coronary artery disease not quantifiable by standard arteriography or conventional exercise imaging, quantitative measures of
CFR by PET may provide important, clinically useful informa
tion for detecting or assessing severity of coronary artery
disease.
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APPENDIX
Extraction Fraction of Nftrogen-13-Ammonia and
Rubidium-82
The single-capillary Renkin Crone model (18-23) describes the
relation between myocardial extraction, flow and the PS product
(permeability X surface area) by the following equation:
E = 1 - e~PS/ForPS = - F In (1 - E). Eq. Al
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arterial input is poor due to a large error of spillover activity
from myocardium into the blood-pool region of interest. Option
G is unsatisfactory for quantifying flow due to nonconcurrence
of arterial input and myocardial uptake data. The timing for
optimal balance of the essential characteristics of quantitative
clinical PET are shown in option D and by the highlighted (+)
sign for each image characteristic needed.
Rubidium-82 and Finite k2 with Necrosis
In areas of myocardial necrosis, the model is not applicable
because egress or backdiffusion of 82Rb occurs with failure of
the myocardium to trap 82Rb, as first reported by this laboratory
(40-44) and confirmed by others (26,48,49). Myocardial wash
out of 82Rb is a marker of necrosis, comparable to metabolic
imaging of [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (43-44). Therefore, areas
of myocardial necrosis may be readily identified by a twoimage sequence of rubidium washout and can be excluded from
the analysis by the simple perfusion models which assume k2 is
zero.
CONCLUSION
Our results indicate that myocardial perfusion and CFR can
be measured noninvasively by PET using either generatorproduced 82Rb or cyclotron-produced
13N-ammonia and a
simple model of transport kinetics specific for each radiotracer
accounting for arterial input, flow-dependent extraction, in
creased PS product associated with capillary recruitment and
altered arterial input function at maximum flows after high-dose
dipyridamole. This simple approach acquires data in list mode
over 2 min after intravenous injection. From these data, a single
image of myocardial uptake and a single image of arterial input
function is reconstructed. It therefore has the advantage of
simplicity for routine application compared to compartmental
analysis using multiple serial PET images. These models utilize
a previously observed empirical relation between flow and
extraction determined experimentally and applied clinically as
in previously reported models.
Although 82Rb and 13N-ammonia are both cationic perfusion
radiotracers, they demonstrate markedly different kinetics re
quiring different flow models. Rubidium behaves like potas
sium with limited permeability and low k, values for inward
transport compared to 13N-ammonia, no egress from viable
myocardium (k2 = 0) and distribution compartments that reflect
behavior of known intravascular and interstitial microvascular
spaces. By comparison, 13N-ammonia behaves like a lipid-

Both Huang et al. (24) and Herrero et al. (26) found that this simple
model did not fit their in vivo data for a constant value of PS over
a wide range of coronary flows. Accordingly, we hypothesized that
at high coronary flows, capillary recruitment occurs (36-38) so
that the PS product is not a constant but is flow dependent in a
multicapillary system. We therefore reanalyzed our prior data from
Mullani et al. (75), Goldstein (16) and Scheiben et al. (31) using
flow independently determined by radiolabeled microspheres, ex
traction measured by epicardial detectors as previously described
(75), and we calculated PS product over a range of flows in
experimental animals. From these data, the relation of extraction to
flow is shown in Figure 9A and of PS product to flow in Figure 9B
for both 13N-ammonia and 82Rb. These data show a simple linear
correlation as follows:
PS = 1.34 + 0.48 X F(l3N-ammonia)
PS = 0.45 + 0.16 X F(82Rb).

Eq. A2
Eq. A3

Therefore, an adapted Renkin-Crone model for a multicapillary
coronary vascular bed with recruitment at high flows is more
accurately described by an expression which includes the relation
between PS product and flow as follows:
PS = PS' + sF,
where PS' is the resting PS product, PS is the product at any other
flow level, s is the slope of the experimentally observed, linear
relation between PS product and flow, F. The Renkin-Crone
equation can therefore be rewritten as:
â€ž(PS/F)-s
E = 1 - e"
E = l - e

PS + sF

Eq. A4

The values of PS' and s were determined from the experimental
data of Mullani et al. (75), Goldstein et al. (16) and ScheibeÂ«(37)
to find expressions for extraction rubidium, ER and ' 3N-ammonia,
EN.
By substituting Equations 2 or 3 into Equation 1, equations for
extraction fraction, taking into account the flow-dependent PS
product, can be expressed as follows with the adapted RenkinCrone (18-23) model:
EN = 1 - e-(1-34+0-48F)/F
(13N-ammonia)
Eq. A5
ER = 1 - e -(0.45+0.16F)/F

/82

Rb).
Eq. A6
From Equations 2 and 3, the PS products for 13N-ammonia and
82Rb are approximately 1.8 and 0.6 ml/min/g at a flow of 1
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ml/min/g. Assuming a value from the literature for S of 500/g
myocardium (21,36-38), Equations 2 and 3 predict values of
permeability, P, for l3N-ammonia and for 82Rb of 6 X 10~5 and
2 X IO"5 cm/sec, respectively. NH^ and Rb+ are monovalent
cations with a radius size almost identical to that of K+(1.45 A).
Therefore, traditionally, NH^ and Rb+ are considered analogs of
potassium, K+, where the capillary permeability, P, for K' is on the
order of 1(F5 cm/sec. On the other hand, NH3 is lipid-soluble and
penetrates the cell membrane chiefly by passive diffusion. Perme
ability, P, for NH3 is on the order of 10~2 to 10~3 cm/sec
(21,36-38). Although more than 95% of the total ammonia in
blood is in the form for NH^, the exchange of NH^" with NH3 is
virtually instantaneous and not rate-limiting, thereby making am
monia behave as a lipid- and water-soluble radiotracer. Consistent
with this behavior, in our data, permeability, P, of '3N-ammonia is
approximately three times bigger than that of 82Rb (Fig. 9C) and
constant for low and high flows.
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